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Introduction – Continual Learning 

• Continual learning aims at learning an 
unknown sequence of tasks while keeping the 
performance of previously learned ones.  

 

• The training data of previous learned tasks are 
assumed to be unavailable for new tasks.  

– EX: storage constraints or privacy reasons  
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Introduction – Illustration Example 
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Introduction – Illustration Example  
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Introduction – Illustration Example 
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Introduction – Continual Learning 

• Main issue: Catastrophic forgetting  

– Training only on data of the new task will force 
parameters to fit on the new data.  

– For example: Fine-tuning a model trained on a 
previous task will degrade its performance on the 
previously learned task.   
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Related Work – Memory Replay  

• Memory Reply  

– Use extra models or memories to keep the data 
information of previous tasks. 

– Reduce the forgetting by jointly training with the 
replayed data.  

• Data Preserving [CVPR17, ICLR19, AAAI19]  

• Generative Models [NeurIPS17, CVPR19]  
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Related Work – Model Regularization  

• Model Regularization   

– Restrict the update of model weights.  

– Alleviate forgetting but cannot exactly guarantee 
the accuracy of previous tasks. 

• EWC [PNAS 2017]   

• LwM [CVPR19] 
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Related Work – Dynamic Structure  

• Dynamic Structure 

– Adapt the architecture with new tasks.  

– Forgetting can be avoided by keeping the weights 
unchanged.  

• PackNet [CVPR18] 

• DAN [TPAMI 2018]  

• ProgressiveNet  

    [DeepMind 2016] 
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Objective of Our Work 

• Avoid forgetting 

 

• Maintain the compactness of our model  

 

• Utilize knowledge learned from previous tasks  
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Methodology – Motivation  

• ProgressiveNet [DeepMind 2016]  expands the 
network structure every time a new task 
arrives and results in a redundant structure.  
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Methodology – Motivation 

• According to deep-net compression [ICLR16], 
there is much redundant in a network, and 
removing these weights does not affect the 
performance too much.  
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Methodology – Motivation 

• PackNet [CVPR18] exploits this property and 
compresses the model after learning a new 
task.  
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Methodology – Expand and Shrink 

• However, fixed weights of previous tasks accumulate 
and dominate the outputs of future tasks.  
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Methodology – CPG  
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Methodology – CPG  
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Picking  



Methodology – CPG (Picking)  

• Old-weights picking and new-weights adapting. 
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Methodology – CPG  
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Methodology – CPG (Compacting)  

• Compression: Prune the 
current task weights after 
learned.  

– New or released weights 
can be used for new tasks. 

– Gradual pruning to 
iteratively remove 
neglectable weights and 
retrain the model.  
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Methodology – CPG Summary  

• Avoid forgetting  By keeping the learned 
weights unchanged.  

 

• Maintain the compactness of our model  By 
expanding and shrinking loops.  

 

• Utilize knowledge learned from previous tasks 
 By picking the old-task weights.   
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Experiments 

• Divide CIFAR-100 into 20 tasks, and each has 5 
classes. We use VGG16-BN to train the 20 
tasks sequentially.  
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Experiments 

• Six tasks include ImageNet, CUBS, Stanford 
Cars, Flowers, Wikiart and Sketch. ResNet-50 
is used.  
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Experiments 

• Starting from a face-recognition model, add 
sequentially the gender, expression and age 
classification tasks. 
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Conclusion 

• We introduce a new approach, CPG, for 
continual learning which  

– Prevents forgetting.  

– Maintains the model compactness while growing.   

– Can select and reuse previous knowledge 
efficiently for new tasks.  
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